
JOB DESCRIPTION 

TITLE   Production Coordinator 
DEPARTMENT Production 
REPORT TO  Production Manager 
BASE  West London 
SALARY   Competitive 

COMPANY PROFILE 

Orlebar Brown launched in March 2007 as a more tailored approach to men’s beach and swim 
shorts. Based on the traditional pattern of a tailored pair of trousers for men, and with their 
distinctive side fasteners, they are not just a swim short: they are the original and best shorts you 
can swim in.  

In 2010 we took OB off the beach, out of the pool and into the resort with a range of tees, polos 
and shirts, and recently introduced a full ready-to-wear collection of everyday tailored casuals 
including chinos, sweats, outerwear, knitwear and accessories.  

The brand has rapidly gained global recognition and is now sold online at 
www.orlebarbrown.com (with five local websites: UK, USA, Germany, France and Australia), 
in five standalone stores in London as well as being distributed in over 350 leading retailers 
around the globe.  

We are looking for another strong team player to join us on our journey in establishing Orlebar 
Brown as the luxury choice lifestyle brand for holiday clothes to wear every day.  

THE POSITION 

This full-time position is an opportunity to join a rapidly expanding fashion and lifestyle 
brand as Production Coordinator.    

As part of the Production Team, that sits within the Operations Department you will assist the 
Production Manager in ensuring the right stock is made to the required quality at the best price 
and leaves the factory at the right time.  You will also be directly responsible for ensuring all data 
and PO’s are correctly recorded, uploaded, updated and communicated to relevant parties both 
within and outside of the business. 

This role is central to the success of Orlebar Brown. 

Key roles and responsibilities will include: 

• Assisting on the management of all sourcing and production processes.



 

 
 

• Assist on planning seasonal and continuity production capacity in advance with 
factories. 

• Lead on purchasing data entry in Netsuite -raising PO’s and sending them to factories.  

• Ongoing confirmation of x-factory dates and assisting with production issues. 

• PO location split processing and communication with factories. 

• Communicate production variances to Merchandise. 

• Raw material bookings in line with target delivery dates. 

• Sending through labelling data to suppliers and monitoring their stock levels. 

• Organise pre-shipment samples to be sent before delivery. 

• Ensure QC sign-offs occur in time with Critical Path. 

• On-going raw material liability reviews 
 
Your key skills and attributes will include: 
 

• A highly analytical approach.  Someone who is both organised with a real understanding 
of the importance in detail and accuracy of information. 

• A proven understanding of the cycles in the fashion calendar (retail and wholesale). 

• A true understanding of Excel and mathematics. 

• Passionate about your work with a ‘can-do’ attitude.  

• Self-starter who is motivated with a disciplined approach to problem solving. 
 

 
SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE 
 

• 2-3 years of production experience is essential. 

• Experience of working with an IT system (Netsuite would be an advantage). 

• Medium Excel skills and numeric ability. 

• Highly organised – with an ability to multi-task and prioritise. 

• Experience of working to critical deadlines. 

• Good written and verbal communication skills.  
 
 
WHAT WE OFFER 
 

• Join a diverse working environment of people who we learn from every day  

• The chance to train and develop your skills in a fun and fast working environment  

• Competitive benefits package – 33 days annual leave (including bank holidays), 60% 
discount on our products, company pension scheme, BUPA health cash plan, cycle to 
work scheme and flexible working hours 

 
It’s never just a job at Orlebar Brown. It’s a way of life. We live and breathe our brand values – 
Tailored, Vibrant and Brave.  Our team define who we are and how we get the job done.  
 
To apply, please contact jobs@orlebarbrown.com with a copy of your CV. References will be 
sought. Direct applicants only. Recruitment agencies – thanks for reading, but we've got this 
one covered! 


